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in the Next Millennium - Snowmass 1994 

J. W. Cronin, Wick C. Haxton, Edward W. Kolb, 

Roberto D. Peccei, Bernard Sadoulet, Paul J. Steinhardt, and Kip S. Thorne 


Orgllniztrl anll convener. 0/ tAt 1994 Snowma" S.mmtr St.II11 

From June 29 to hly 14, 1994, nearly 460 aatronomers, astrophysicists, C08D1ologillts, high
energy physicists, nuclear physicists, and gravitation physicists met in the mountains of Colorado 
to define and develop a vision for the future of an emerging interdisciplinary field. This book is 
the permanent record of their deliberations. The purp08e of this introduction is to expreea some 
unifying themes, and provide an overview of the Snowmass summer study. 

§l Introduction 

Snowmass 1994 brought together for the first time a very 
disparate, yet interconnected, group of astroph)'llicists, 
cosmologists, particle physicists, nuclear physicists, grav
itation physicists, and aatronomers for an intensive two
week Summer Study to discuss the gamut of problems 
that link them intellectually. The range of topics dis
culllled was vast, but clear connections could be eMily 
discerned. Thus, even though the SUlllmer Study was 
organized in terms of five topical "supergroups" (Neutri
nos, Cosmic Rays, Low-Background Experiments, Grav
itational Phenomena, and Cosmology), there were clear 
overlaps. For instance, short· baseline neutrino 08cillation 
experiments probe neutrino m&11Be8 which are cosmologi
cal significant. Results in this area may well impact other 
searches for dark matter in low-background experiments. 
Similarly, searches for gravitational waves produced by vi
olent events in the universe may illuminate other myste
rious phenomena, like intense rapidly varying gamma-ray 
bursts. 

·The remarkable high attendance at Snowmass 1994 
(nearly 400 participants) signalled a fieldcomillg of age. 
Although it is still difficult to draw a clear boundary 
around this emerging discipline of Particle and Nuclear 
Astrophysics and Cosmology, two facts are contributing 
to its vitality. First, there is a strong symbiotic synergy 
resulting from the joining of disparate disciplines. Thus, 
for example, the organizational and computational tal
ents of particle physicists have emboldened astronomers 
to scan millions of stars for the Macho searches. Con
versely, remarkable astrophysical phellomena like super 
energetic air showers have enticed physicilits away from 
their laboratories to cOllstruct exteu~ive opell-air detec
tor arrays to better understand these phenomena. Sec
ond, the development of new instruments, telescopes, and 
detectors has been m08t crucial. Indeed, it is this fact that 

drives the field .•'rom CODE to Gallex and Kamiokande, 
to the new 8m telescopes and the. instruments on CG RO 
and the Hubble observatory, data in profuse quantities 
has been flowing. These data is the lifeblood of this new 
field. What is particularly exciting is that this flow of lIew 
information is just beginning, with a number of second 
generation projects underway and many new initiatives 
already well advanced. 

In this overview, we want to describe briefly some of the 
accomplishments of this field and the illtellectual goals 
that gnide it. At the same time we want to delineate 
some of the areas where olle call expect progrellll in the 
future, outliniug some of the proposed new initiatives. In 
keeping with the organization of the Summer Study this 
overview is structured in a similar faahion, except that 
we have incorporated the discussion of low-background 
experiments into that of the other areas. 

§2 Neutrinos 

Neutrinos are playing all increasingly crucial role in tests 
of the staudard model of electroweak interactions. in COlI
Dlology. and in probing the nuclear and particle astro
physics of stars and supernovae. In particle physics /leu
trillo properties may provide Uti with a window on lIew 
physics phenomena at ellergies scales well beyond the 
direct reach of accelerators. Measurements of neutrino 
maases and mixing could provide the experimental fOIl/l
dations for building a new aud more general stand.r.1 
model. In coslllology, neutrinos are a leading candidate 
for the "missing mass" that appears to govern tbe clus
tering oC galaxie:li 011 very large scale:li. Meaauremellts by 
COBl':; alld other groups (If the angular variations of tbe 
temperature of cosillic microwave photons luggest that 
such "hot dark matter" is presellt. In nuclear and parti
cle astrophysics, neutriuO<! provide a probe oCtile interiorB 



01 our lun a.nd supernovaej higher energy neutrinos could tium have reduced the limits 011 the electron anti neutrino 
allow .. t.o look into the centers of active galactic nudei. mus to about I) eV. Double beta decay experiments U8

There is aIeo no small measure of serendipity in the reia- ing isotopically enriched detectors have set limits on the 
tioDahip between these neutrino astrophysics subfields. In Majorana mus of the electron neutrino of about leV. 
&he put decade it was discovered that the effects of neu- Majorana muses are associated with the identity of the 
&liDO mua a.nd flavor mixing are marvelously enhanced as neutrino and its antiparticle, a possibility that does not 
dar neutrin08 traverse the sun. It also appears that the arise for other standard model fermions. This question 
&all nelltrino mUlel favored by cosmologists could I,elp is intimately connected with the lIeeIIaw mechanililn and 
splain how lupernovae explode, a.nd thus how our galaxy with the conllervation of total lepton number. 
hu become enriched in the heavy elements responsible for While no evidence for nentrino muses has arisen from 
life. Such connectioDli have greatly Itimulated the field, these experiments, others do suggeat nonzero m81J1Je8. The 
alIowilll us to look at neutrino physics from new anglea. cosmological evidence for neutrino mus has often led to 
It aIeo.hu meant that we have added to our "toolbox" of· the conjecture that the third-generation neutrino, II" has 
laborat.ory neutrino experiments powerful new coslUolog- a IIIUS near 10 eV. Massea of this lCale can be probed 
ieal a.nd utrophylical probea of neutrino llrollertiea. in short-basclilltl neutrillo ".cillation experhueulII. In-

A. we enter the new millen IIiUlll , neutrino physics deed, one curreut experiment claims evidence for neutrino 
.ta.nds at a.n important threahold, one driven by the re- masses of a few eV. 
marbble technological revolution taking place in astro- But perhaps the most tantalizing suggestion for neu
phyllics. In the past decade detectors have been developed trino massea comes from eHorts to detect solar neutrinos. 
t.o see solar neutrinos event-by-event. Neutrinos from a The combined results of the "7Cl, Kamiokande II/III, and 
lupernova were detected for the first time, beginning an SAGE/GALLEX experiments reveal a pattern of fluxes 
era where we can monitor our galaxy, and perhaps be- that i8 very difficult to reconcile with plausible variations 
yond, for stars in gravitational collapse. Detectors using in the standard solar model, but quite compatible with 
the oceane. luea, and antarctic ice have begun a new neutrino oscillatiolls occurring in matter. The preferred 
era 01 high-energy neutrino astronomy. Indirect probes, solution corresponds to a m&811 diHerence between neu
luch as COBE and gravitational lensing measurements, trino mus eigenstates of 6m2 = m~ _ mf ..... 10-1 eV2. 
have provided evidence of neutrino mus. In parallel with If the lIeeIIaw mechanism is corred, this suggests that the 
these astrophysical advancea, laboratory experimenters Ileavier neutrino involved in the oscillatioll haa a mus '" 
have strived for and achieved unprecedented precision in few x 10-3 eV. This would be a natural value for the mus 
measurements of the beta decay 8pectrum, double beta of tbe "I' if the II, is the source of hot dark matter. Fla
decay. and neutrino oscillations. vor oscillations ill matter (the MSW mechanism) produce 

One of the driving forces behind this field is the ex- distinctive experimental signals: there is a characteristic 
pectation that new physics lies very close to our present distortion oBhe II, spectrum and an appearance of II" (or 
experimental horizons. Almost all extension. of the stan- II,) neutrinos. Thu. there is great excitement in the com
dard model predict neutrino m_. I n many of tbetie the mUllity about lIew experiments, .uch as the Sudbury Neu
smallness ofthe neutrino m&8ll- many orders of magnitude trillo Observatory (SNO) and Super Kamiokande, that 
below the muses of other fermion.- has a natural expla- can be mounted to detect such signals. 
Dation in terms of the seesaw mechanism: m" = m~/mR Several underground neutrino detectors indicate that 
where mo i. a typical quark or charged lepton In&118 and there may be a deficit in the ratio of "I' to II, in neutrino 
mR is the .cale of new physics. Values of mR ..., 1012 GeV interactions following cosmic ray interactions. If neutrino 
produce neutrino muses relevant to the dark matter and oscillations are respon.ible for the anomalies, the deficit 
solar neutrino problems, thus demonstrating the power is consistent with an m2 of about 0.1 eV and requires 
of luch experiments to probe beyond the scales of present large mixiug angles. As these parameters can be explored 
collider •. The seesaw mechanism beautifully explain8 why in accelerator neutrino oscillation experiments employing 
neutrino muses are so different from the natural 111&118 long baselines, they have stimulated efl'orts to mount new 
ecale mo of other standard model fermions: the small pa- experimenta at Fermilab, CERN, BNL, and KEK. 
rameter mD/mR arises as a ratio of a familiar Dirac mus It is likely that some of these hints for neutrino m&118 
of the standard model and a new m&118 scale. Demonstra- are false: all of the evidence is difficult to incorporate int.o 
tion that neutrino muses follow a seesaw pattern might a .imple theory, given the Z width constraint of three 
be the first step in understanding the puzzling pattern of light active neutrinos and the big-bang nucleosynthesi. 
massea throughout the standard model. constraint on sterile neutrinos. But many believe that 

This possibility has motivated heroic eHorts to detect certain results, such as the IOlar neutrino problem, may 
neutriDo muses. In the past decade direct searches for hold up: four experiments are con.i.tent and indicate a 
mua efl'ects iD the shape of the 11 decay spectrum of tri- neutrino mus in a range favored by theory. ThUll great 
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hope exists that neutrino physics may lead us beyond the 
standard electroweak model. 

Because neutrinos are so weakly interacting, they play 
a special role in energy transport within dellse stars. The 
central helium cores of re,d giants are cooled by neutrino 
emission. Because the onset of helium burning depends 
delicately on this cooliug, red giaut observations can be 
used to coustrain neutrino properties such l1li magnetic 
mOlllents. The IIIItrophysical limits exceed the sensitivity 
of laboratory limita by about two orders of magnitude. 
Similarly, almost the entire binding energy ofcore-collapse 
supernovae (1063 ergs!) is carried oH by neutrinos. One 
of the great challengea for the coming years is to measure 
the temperatures ofthe II., v., and heavy-ftavorsllpernova 
ncutrinos. UccaulJe of the MSW mechanism, a dia;tinctive 
tellll)crature inversion between II. and II, should signal the 
existence of a cosmological interesting II, 111&118. This phe
nomenon makes supernova neutrino physics enormously 
important to cosmology. If such an MSW cr088ing occurs, 
it would also lead to a more robust explosion by enhancing 
the energy neutrinos deposit in the star's mantle. 

The nuclei synthesized in the big bang and during the 
evolution ofour galaxy provide fossil evidence of past neu
trino reactions.' Big bang constraints on the production 
of helium suggested there were only 3-4 ligbt neutrino 
speciea well before measurementa of the Z width. Super
novae are the factories that produce, and then eject iuto 
the interstellar medium, most of the heavy nuclei found 
in second-generation stars like our sun. Many of tbese are 
made by rapid neutron capture in the hot plasma blown 
oH the star by a neutrino wind. The MSW mechanism 
mentioned above frequently destroys the conditions nec
essary to this syntheais. Thus the issue ofa m&ll8ive II, ties 
together cosmology, the supernova explosion mechanism, 
and the associated uudeosynthesis. An improvement in 
our understanding of one of these problems will limit the 
possibilities for the others. 

This short introduction to tbe presentations at SIIOW
m&118 is meant to provide a slIapshot of a field in great 
flux. Driven by new experiments and by theories, such as 
supersymmetric grand unification, that predict new phe
nomenon within the reach of these experiments, interest 
in this field has exploded. The path for the next decade, 
not to mention the next millennium, is both exciting and 
unclear. It is possible, with SNO and Super Kamiokande 
nearing completion, that definitive proof of massive neu
trinos and neutrino mixing could be in hand well before 
the 1990's end. If tbis occurs, neutrino physic8 will have 
provided the experimental foundations for the next stan
dard model ofparticle physics, one having profound impli
cations for cosmology and astrophysics. If no such "smok
ing gun" is found, we will continue to seek the pattern that 
accounts for dark matter, the absence of solar neutrinos, 
and the origin of the elements. 
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§3 Cosmic Rays 

The array of astrophysical subjects gathered in the cat
egory of cosmic rays was deliberately chosen to be very 
broad, ranging from hard X-rays to protons and atomic 
nuclei with energies beyond 1020 eV. This grouping is re
lated to the fact that there is 110 natural break in this vast 
energy range which covers sixteen orders of magnitude, 
There may be Ilatural divisions marked by difl'erences or 
instrumentation but ill most cases these are bridged by 
natural scientific links. Examples abound. The space 
based gamma-ray astronomy as exemplified by the results 
of the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) ill 
liuked with groulld based observations which, when fully 

d, can extt'nd the energy rallge beyond the uPllcr 
the CGUO (:,/0 (;eV). The ground bll/led tech· 

niquell for gamma-ray astronomy merge illto techniques 
of more traditional cosmic ray physics when the energies 
surp&811 10 TeV. There are strong scientific links as well 
between phenomena at greatly diHerent scales of energy. 
The synchrotron emission of low energy gamma-rays from 
the Crab nebula can be related to higher energy gamma
rays produced by inverse Compton scattering of the higb 
energy electrons responsible for that synchrotron emil!
sion. Gamma-rays, unlike the charged cosmic ray par
ticles, are unaffected by magnetic fields and can reveal 
sources of the charged cosmic ray partides. Thus, the 
study of allkillds of radiation incident on the earth Ilro
vide insight into a broad range of astrophysical problems 
and mysteries. 

3.1 SpCLce-bCLseti gamma-ray astronomy 

The existence of the earth'li atmosphere dictates the 
choice of detection techlliques to observe astrophysical ob
jects in various ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
From the ultra-violet to gamllla-rays of energy - 20 GeV 
tbe atmosphere is opaque. Thus, observations must be 
made from instrulllents on satellites or on high altitude 
balloons. It is a general rule that the intensity of electro
magnetic radiation from an astrophysical source decreases 
with increasing photon energy. Fortunately the typical in
tensities are sufficient so that the acceptance of detectors 
placed above the atmosphere is reasonably matched to the 
aforementioned range. Interest at Snowmus was primar
ily devoted to tbe future of observations in three rallges: 
0.01-1 MeV, 1·30 MeV, and 30 Mev to 10 GeVj with im
provements suggested ill both spatial and energy resolu
tion. Most physicists and astronomers are aware ofdiscov
eries made by tbe CGRO, in particular of the gamma-ray 
bllrsts (GRD) made by the DATSE detector. These in
tense bursts of gamma-rays are isotropically distributed 
in the sky and do not correlate with bursts in other parts 
of the electromagnetic spectrum. The EGRET detector 

) 




ical considerations predict, 
sity aud curvature exceed "Plallckian" values constructed 

.' 

aboard the CGRO h ... diacovered many active galactic 
DUCIei (AGN'.). which are very bright U Been in GeV 
,amm.-ray" Thit ia a diaoovery which was completely 
uoexpect.ed. 

A Dumber of new concepta for a space-based instrument 
to follow the CGRO are under consideration. These in
dude Dew aurvey instrumenta to explore the entire sky 
with a wide field, good .patial and energy resolution, and 
iocreued eenaitivity in t.he the hard X-ray region. Theae 
iDitrumeDta require the large field of view because most 
of the activity in this area ialtron,ly time varying. They 
will be dedicated to the exploration of a range of phenom
ena involving pullan, AGN'., and black holes--all objecta 
that are J>!'OI'ly understood. 

a.! Ground-hosed gamma-ray astronomy 

For ,amm.ray energiee above 20 GeV, the atmospbere 
Ihiftl from being, an opaque shield to being an essential 
part of the detector. At. these energies the gamm.rays 
produce air showers in the atmosphere that can be ob
eerved either by t.he Cerenkov radiation produced by the 
.hower particlee or, at high a1tit.udes, the shower parti
dee themselves. At. present., posit.ive results have been 
obt.ained only wit.h t.he Cerenkov technique. Mirrors im
age the Cerenkov light on to a cluster of photomultipliers, 
The effect.ive area of this detector is given by the size of 
tbe pool of Cerenkov light. on t.he ground which is ... 104 

km'. Nat.ure cooperates by allowing the gamma-ray sig
nal to be det.ect.ed on the ground with an effective area 
much larger t.han what could have been possible for a 
.pace based detector. 

In recent years two pulsars ( the Crab and PSR 1706
44 ) have been convincingly observed at TeV energies. 
Even more remarkable hu been the observation of all 
AGN, Markarian 421. AGN'. are extra galactic objecta 
thought 19 be powered by accretion of material onto mas
.ive black holes. These same objecl.8 are observed in the 10 
GeV range by the EGRET detector on the CGRO. Other 
AGN's, eeen by the CGRO much brighter than Markar
ian 421, are not Been at TeV energies, The explanation of 
t.hese remarkable observations may involve the 80ftening 
of t.he spect.ra at the higher energies or the absorption of 
the TeV gammu by infrared photons. Only t.he exten
.ion of gamm.ray ut.ronomy between 20 GeV and 200 
Gev will be able to answer t.hese quest.ions. To lower t.he 
t.hreshold for ,round-based gamma-ray astrollo~lY is an 
imperative and it technically feasible. This was discuf;t;ed 
at Snowma.ss, along with other projects, including a large 
water detector to extend t.he sensitivity to the hiJ[her en
ergy componenta of the GRB spectra. 

a.a Over the Knee 

The cosmic rays which strike the earth isotropically com
prise nuclei with abundances which are very similar to 
solar system abundances, except that elements with high 
ionization potential are systematically suppressed. It is 
u i( the particles are injected at low energy into an ac
celerator. It is believed that this scenario ia correct with 
supernova shock waves serving u the accelerator. Shock 
accelerat.ion nahrally produces a power law spectrum ... 
observed. Detailed examinat.ion of thia acceleration mech
anism suggesu that the upper limit o( thia procese occurs 
at about E/Z= lO" eV. Curiously the cOlimic ray spec
trmll steepens at about 3 l( lOll eV which may be related 
to the upper limit of acceleration. 

The cosmic rays are contained in the galaxy by ita mag
netic field. As the cosmic rays pass through the dust and 
material ill tht! galaxy, uuclear IIpecies, far ill exceaa of the 
80Iar abundauce, are produced by spallat.ion reactiolls and 
give a measure of the average amount. of galactic material 
traversed by the cosmic rays and hence their lifetime. The 
spallation products show that the mean life of the cosmic 
rays in the &alaxy is about 107 years and that the particles 
with hi&her llla&netic rigidity escape from the galaxy more 
easily. These facts imply that the mean atomic wei&ht of 
the cosmic rays should increase with t.heir total energy 
in the re&ion of the knee, Since t.he flux of cosmic rays 
falls rapidly with energy, it has been difficult to directly 
measure the abundances above 1014 eV. New techniques 
and new instruments will permit the direct meuurement 
of the relative abundances up to lO" eV. Indirect. me. 
surements of the mean atomic number will be possible by 
means of the simultaneou8 measurement of a number of 
8hower parameters. Thi8 technique will be effective above 
1014 eV, 60 that an overlap of the two techniques it pos
sible. 

Deyond the knee little is known about the cosmic raY8 
other than the energy spectrum. One knows neither the 
acceleration mechanism, 1I0r the source (galactic or ex
tra &alactic), nor the mean atomic number. In the next 
decade technical means will be developed to answer these 
questions. Cosmic rays do not exist independently of 
other powerful astrophysical phenomena; the effort to un
derstand the origin of cosmic rays bears on a much broader 
domain of astrophysics. 

Amol'& the charged cosmic rays there are al80 electrons, 
positrons, and antiprotons which are much less abundant. 
Their presence in t.he cosmic rays it expected at. a pre
dictable level due to interactions of the primary cosmic 
rays with galactic material. Excesses of the antiparticle 
componenta are signals of exotic phenomena such u an
nihilating dark maLter. Improvemenl.8 in technology will 
permit much more sensitive investigation of these compo
nents. 
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9.J Highest Ener'9Y Cosmic Rays 

Over thirty years ago a cosmic ray was observed that had 
an energy ... 1020 eV. Since that time80me ten evenl.8 have 
been observed with energies in excese of 10'0 eV. With 
these extraordinary events, attention it brought to the 
upper end of the cosmic ray spectrum. Cosmic rays with 
energy above IO lg eV defy e8llY explanations for their ac
celeration. These cosmic rays have been observed by four 
independent detectors which agree on the shape and flul\. 
There is structure at the end of the spectrum sugge.sting 
a complex set of 60U rces , The fluxes are low, about one 
cosmic ray above 1018 eV per km' per year and about one 
above 10'0 eV per century. 

Recently tWQ eventll with energit:8 of 2.0 aud 3.2 )( 1020 

eV have been observed. These events must have origi
nated at distances cosmologically close to earth. Cosmic 
rays have a IItrQng energy 10lIl in their trall811Qrt through 
t.he 2.7" cosmic background radiation aud these two COlI

mic raY8 must have traveled :s; 30 Mpc. Because of their 
high energy they travel in the galactic and extragalactic 
magnetic field with little deflection and hence shoul 
close to their 8Ource. Neither of these cosmic rays 
to allY plausible 60urce within the proscribed dilltance. 
Furthermore, there is no clear understanding how these 
energies can be reached IIsing the properties of known as
trophysical objects. This puzzle can only be answered 
with new massive detectors. 

At preSent. a detector with acceptance of 200 km2-ster 
it operatin& in Japan and a detector with 500 km'-ster 
it under construction in Utah. While these detectors will 
begin to work on this puzzle, the final resolution will re
quire massive new detectors of ... 5,000 km' area placed 
in the northern and southern hemispheres. 

§4 Gravitational Phenomena 

Gravitation physicists seek to understand the nature of 
gravity, both cla.ssical and quantum. Is general relativity 
really the correct c1_ical theory, not only in the 601ar 
system where gravity is weak, but also in compad ob
jects and on cosmological scales where it is nonlinearly 
strong? What are the (as yet ill- understood) laws of quan
tum &ravity that govern the birth o( the universe aud the 
cores o( black holes and black-hole evaporation? What 
kinds of new phenomena are predicted to exist by &eneral 
relativity (black holes, singularities, soliton stars, cosmic 
strings, ... ) and by quantum gravity (black-hole evapora
tion, the birth of the Universe, the creation and destruc
tion of classical spacetime in "singularites" 

o( these issues are beyond the 
and remain the 80Ie 

,ravitation theorists and 

rists. However, other gravitational issues have become 
experimentally accessible or will be 80 in the near future, 
IT\ost notably black holes, and gravitational waves as a 
tool for probing black holes, neutron stars, solitoD Btars, 
c06mic strings, and the early universe. These experimen
tally acceseible phenomena have much intellectual contact 
with Particle and Nuclear Astrophysics and Coemology, 
aud thus were included in the Snowmass Study. AIIIO ill
c1uded were two quantum-gravity phenomena (quantum 
cosmology alld black-hole evaporation) which, though not 
directly experimentally acce8llible today, neverthelelllllllay 
have long-term import for Particle and Nuclear Alltro
physic!; allli COIllllology 

J.t Quantum Aspects 0/ C,'avity 

from Planck's cOllstant h, Newton's gravitation constant 
G and the speed of light c density cS/laG' .... 1094g/c 1113 , 

radius of curvature laG/c3 ... 1O-33cm), general rel
ativity must break down, space and time as we kuow 
them must cease to exi!!t, and a new Bet of phYllical laws 
alld phenomena called "quantum gravity" must take over. 
Thus, tbe cores of black holes and t.he origin of the uni
verse should be the domain of quantum gravity. 

There'is hope, from cosmological observations of what 
came out of the big bang, to gel II. handle on the quantum
gravity origin of our Universe, Le" on its "Planck era". 
One call come at this from two different directions, The 
first is that of quantum cosmologists who use candidate, 
partial (ormulations of the law8 of quantum gravity to try 
to dednce what emerged from the big bang and how the 
Universe made its transition frolll an initially quantum 
mechanical object to the largely classical object in which 
we now live. This is the directiou taken by participants ill 
the Snowmass G I workiug &rOllp. The second direction 
is that of astrophysicists and physical cosmologitl.8 who 
begin with observations of the universe today and try to 
extrapolate back toward the Planck era. This directioll, 
which was taken by Snowmass supergroup C and ill ex
plored in Sec. 5, is now awash with wonderful, new obser
vational data aud new ideas that might lead it into firm 
contact with the quantnm-&ravity direction. Such contact 

constrain candidate theories of quantum 
reveal that (by virtue 01 infla

Sec. 5)·the Universe today iti 
quantum &ravity ami 

http:Snowma.ss
http:spect.ra
http:det.ect.ed
http:uoexpect.ed


A .uc~ful partial step toward quantizing gravity wsa 
achieved in the 1970., when several theorislB, coming from 
differeDt directions, converged on an apparently unique 
way &0 treat quantum fielde tha.t reside in the c1&88ical. 
curved spacetime of ,eneral relativity. Much to everyone's 
amuemeDt, the resulting , •••'.m /itld ,ieo", ill curvtd 
.,.cdimc predicted that a black hole must emit radiation 
(-HawkiRl radiation") and thereby must evaporate, if one 
wuta 100, eDou,h (far far longer than the Universe's age 
for .iellar m.. black holes, but much IIlSII for holes IIlSII 
masaive than - 10-JIIMe ). 

The prediction of black-hole evaporation has led to .a 
tbeoretical conundrum, the resolution of which may teach 
us much about the full laws of quantum gravity: One can 
imacine forming a black hole by the implosion of matter 
that is in a quantum mechanically pure state. Sillce the 
Hawking radiation, by which the bole ultimately evapo
raw., is (or appears to be) in a thermally randomized, 
mixed state, the hole'8 formation and 8ubsequent evapo
rat.ion seems to transform a pure state into a mixed state. 
In other words, information about quantum mechanical 
correlat.ions i. lost not jll8t in practice, but eveu in prill
ciple. Such an information 10118 and pure-to-mixed trausi· 
tion is forbidden by the standard Hamiltonian formulation 
of quantum mechanica, but is permitted by certain gen
eralisation. of quant.um theory based on Feynman's path 
integral methode. 

Since the endpoint of the evaporation is governed by 
tbe (ill-undent.ood) full laws of quautum gravity, it may 
be tbis information loss is trying to tell us that quan
tum gravity cannot be formulated in a Hamiltonian way. 
However, this is just one of several pOll8ible implications 
of the apparent information loss-and the one that most 
theorists find least palatable. While there is great dis
agreement about the real message, there i8 general agree
ment that theorists are likely to learn much about tbe in
terface between general relativity, quantum theory, and 
particle theory by struggling to decipher the elldpoint 
of black-hole evaporation and other quantum sapects of 
small black holes. That struggle wsa the principle focus 
of Snowm&88 Group G I. 

~.!! Black Ilole Astrophysi.cs 

Black holes are predicted to exist by general relativity, and 
t.here is compelling circsm."antilll evidence that they do 
exist in relative profusion ill the Universe in two varieties: 
stellar-m&88 black holes (M ..., :I to 50M<:;) that are rem
nants of the evolution of m&88ive but normal stars, and 
superm&88ive black holes (M ..., 101 to IO'M0 ) that Fe-

aide in the nuclei of galaxies alld quaaars. A third variety, 
primordial black holes formed ill the. very early nniverse 
witb mU8el as small as ...... 10- 19Me and quantum me
chanic:aJ evaporation times sa short sa the Universe's age, 
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might well exist but there is no compelling observational 
evidence for them. 

The general relativistic, c1&88ical theory of black holes 
(which is relevant to all 8tellar-m&88 and superm&88ive 
holes) is in fairly complete shape: Thanks to the "no
hair" theorem, we know that all the properties of such a 
bole should be fully determined by ilB mass and spin; and 
thanks to lI1any years of analysis by many gravitation the
orists, we now fully understand those predicted properties, 
with one major exception. We do not yet understand in 
any detair the behaviors of highly dynamical black holes 
(e.g., colliding and coalescing black holes). That dynami
cal understanding may come within the next decade. as a 
result of combined numerical solutions of Einstein '8 equa
tions on supercomputers and gravitational-wave observa
tion8 of black-llole collisions (Sec. 4.3). 

With claasical black-hole theory mOlitly in hand, black
hole research has become largely observ~tional. Current 
and future observational studies have four main goals: (i) 
to test, observationally, the predicted properties of black 
holes (for example, to meaaure tbe details of the curva
ture of spacetime around a black hole and see whether 
they are in accord with the no-hair theorem), (ii) to prove 
unequivocally that one or more of the observed black-hole 
candidates i8 indeed a black hole, so we no longer have to 
make do with circumstantial evidence, (iii) to determine 
the distributions of black holes in the universe (their num
bers. spatial distributions, and distribution. of m&88 and 
spin), and (iv) to explore the roles of black holes in II&

trophY8icai phenomena (their births. and their interaction 
with stellar companions and with accretion disks and the 
interstellar medium). 

The latter goals (black-hole distributions and astro
physical roles) are part of main-stream satronomy and 
astrophysics, and are being pursued with moderate suc
cess (&88uming the objects studied really are black boles), 
using a variety of astronomical instruments and analy
ses. The former goals (uniquivocal proof that an observed 
candidate is truly a black hole, and quantit.at.ive te8lB of 
black-hole theory) have been more problematic, and were 
a primary focus of the Snowm&88 blaa-hole group G2. 

The keys to these elusive goals are observational studies 
of a black hole's immediate vicinity, from ilB horizon (its 
"surface", inside which one can never see) out to roughly 
ten horizon radii. There are two promising vehicles for 
such studies: X and gamma rays emitted by hot gaa in 
an a<:crl"tioll .lisk swirling inward toward the. horizon of a 
stelJar-1II1lS11 black hole, and gravitational wavilli produced 
wben two black holes coalesce or when a neutron star or 
white dwarf spirals into a more lI1&88ive black hole (Sec. 
4.3). 

The X and galllma raY8, emiued by gas spiraling into 
black-hole candidates, are observed to fluctuate 011 a wide 
variety of timescales, from years down to milliseconds. 

The shortest tilllescaies are tbought to be associated with atolns, or molecules; by contrast, coemic gravitational 
gas near the bole's horizon; It seelllS reasonable to expect waves are produced by coherent, bulk motions of 
the radiation from a blob of near-horizon gas to fluctu amoulltll of m&88-energy----either material m&88, or 
ate, due to nlodera.te beaming and gravitational lensing electromagnetically-dark energy of oscillating, nonlinear 
effects, at the blob's orbital period (which is a few millisec spacetime curvature as in the collision of two black holilli. 
onds); and as the blob spirals inward, that period should (iii) Electromagnetic waves are easily absorbed; ICattered, 
decrease. The resuh should be an X-ray or gamma-ray and dispersed by malLer and thus can only be seen COlli

"chirp" that cuts off at the period of the last stable orbit ing from optically thin regions such as diffuse gas cloud. 
or a bit shorter. A number of such chirps llIay occur at and stellar atmospheres; by contrast, gravitational waves 
once, but by statiatical studies of the millisecond fluctua travel nearly unscathed through all forma and amounts 
tions one may hope to determine whether such chirping is of intervening matter and thus, for example, can emerge 
indeed occuring, and ifit is, one may hope to learn details from the core of Ii supernova or the Planck era of our 
of the near-horizon environment and confirm firmly that Universe unscathed by material absorption or ICattering. 
the central body is a black hole. Tbese enormous differences make it likely that gravi

In the 1970s there wsa much hope that such studies tational wavilli not only wilt bring us valuable new infor
would be performed by IIEAO-A, the first of the high mation about pl.. ,uomcn8 "lIch as bla.ck holes, for whicb 
energy astronomical observatorillll, which carried a large we already have electrolllagl!etic evidence; they lIIay alliO 
area, fast-timing X-ray detector. Unfortunately, a mal bring us great surprises. In the past, when a radically new 
function prevented HEAO-A from taking extensive data window haa been opened onto the Universe, the resulting 
of the required sort. It has been nearly 20 years, but at surprises have bad a profound, indeed revolutionary, illl
last two new X-ray missions with the required timing ca pact. For example, tbe radio universe, sa discovered in the 
pabilities are being readied: the X-Ray Timing EXI)lorer 1940s, 50s and 60s, turued out to be far more violent than 
(XTE), and the Unconventional Stellar Aspect (liSA) X the optical ulliver~; radio wavilli brought us quaaarli,.pul
Ray Telillicope. The XTE and USA data, when analyzed sars, alld the cosmic microwave radiation, and with them 
with new techniques such sa wavelets, give promise of our firllt observational evidence for black holes, neutron 
much improved understanding of the inner regions of ac stars, and tbe heat of the big bang It is reasonable to 
cretion dillks, and perhap8 they will bring tbe long-scmght that gravitatiollal wavilli will brillg a similar "revo
unequivocal proof of black holes and the first evidence of 
their detailed properties. The technology for gravitational wave detection haa 

been ullder development for 35 years, and i. now near

~.9 Gravitational Wave Astmphysics ing fruition in several different frequency bands: 
III the e:drtmel, low Jrequenc1/ 6l1nd, ...... 10-1• to 10- 16 

Gravitational waves are ripples of warpage in the fabric of Hz (wavelengths of order the size of the observable uni
spacetime. General relativity predicts their existence and verse), observations of the cosmic microwave anisotropy 
predicts that they should be produced strollgly by highly are constraining a predicted stochaatic background of pri
compact, m&88ive bodies (e.g., black holes and neutron mordial gravitational waves. It may even be that a por
8tara) that orbit, collide, or vibrate in a highly nonspher- tioll of the quadrupolar microwave anisotropy is due to 
ical manner_ Although gravitational waves have not yet such primordial gravitational waves with strengths (ell
been detected experimentally, a m&88ive international ef- ergy density in units of the energy to close the universe) 
fort is likely to capture them within the coming decade, Of"" 10- 1°. 
and harness them for research in fundamental physics, II&- In the ver, low Jrequellc, band, ...... 10-9 to 10-1 Ib (peri
trophysics, and cosmology. ods of a few years), the observed steadiness ofmillisecond· 

There are enormous differences between these gravita- pulsar periods is placing limits Of""" 10-1 on any stochaa
tional waves, and the electromagnetic waves 011 which our tic gravitational wave background due to early-universe 
present knowledge of the Uuiverse is based: (i) Astro- processes (priulOrdial waves, waves from phase traudi
nomical electrorllaguetic wavell have fr'~(llieuri..s that he- tionl!. wav.'s fcolll cOIJlllif strings). 
gin at I ...... 107 liz ami extend on IIl,ward by rOllgt.ly Ulack hol.·s, IIclltrolilltllrs, alltl other ('ollll)act, Iltwngly 
20 orders of magnitude; by contrast, astronomical grav- gravitating hodies that exi!!t in the Universe today are 
itational waves should begin at - 104 liz (1000-fold eXjlecte.1 to r8(lial.e in the low-Jrequenc, band, "'" 10- 4 to 
lower than the lowest-frequency. astronomical electrolllag- I liz, allli the hlgh-Jrequl:llc1l balld, - I to 104 Hz. 
netic waves). and should extend on downward frolll there In the higll-frequency band. the .. 1.1GO-VIRGO" ill' 
by roughly 20 orders of magnitude. (ii) Astrollom- ternational Iwtwork of laser interferometer gravitational 
ical electromagnetic waveli are almost always in('oher- wave detectors is now nmler construction, and spherical, 
ent soperpositions of emission from individual electrons, resonant-m&88 detectors ("bars") are beillg designed to
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operate at the upper end of this band, where the in
lert'erometel'll loee 8eD8itivity. This network of iliterfer
ometen aDd ban ill likely to see and study the waves 
from the inapiral aDd final coalescence of stellar-mass 
biid-hole blid-hole binaries, black-hole neutron-star bi
nar., aDd neutron-star neutron-star binaries out to near
coemoIoaicai distaDcesj and from spinning, slightly asym
metric neutron stan in our own galaxy, and perhaps non
uiaymmetric supernovae well beyond the VIRGO cluster 
of galaxies. 

When the first LlGO/VIRGO interferometers turn on, 
mOlt and perhaps all these 80urces will be beyond their 
reach; but the interferometers will tben be improved step 
by step by more than an order of magnitude, with a result
ing event rate enbancement 0( more than 1000, thereby 
probably bringing these 80urces into view. 

Tbe development 0( this enhanced interferometer tech
DOloI)' which involves monitoring distances between 
kilometer-eeparaied test maseea to a precision .... 1/1000 
the diameter of the nucleus of an atom - i8 a major effort 
involving a number of research groups world wide, as is 
the development of the resonant-mass detectors. These 
technologies, which were a central topic of discussion by 
Snowmasa Group G3, are likely to find mallY applications 
outside the gravitational-wave field. 

The low-frequency band, .... 10- 4 to I liz, is to tbe 
high-frequency band what radio astronomy is to optical 
utronomy. Each band will bring us different kind8 of 
information about different kinds of phenomena. 

Low frequencies are the domain of massive and super
m&88ive blid holes (M .... 100 to la-Me) - their births 
and collision., and the inspiral of smaller object8 into 
them -, and al80 of known binary sLar 8ystems such as 
44 i Boo, and our galaxy's shortest-period compact-body 
binaries (white-dwarf, neutron-8tar, and black-hole). 

The premier in8trument far thi810w-frequency band will 
be • space-based, several-million-kilometer-Iong variant 
0( the LlGO/VIRGO earth-based interferometers. This 
L.,er Irder/eromder S,.Cl!. A.tean. (LISA) has been 
recommended by the European Space Agency's Survey 
Committee as the third of three Cornerstone Missiolls 
in ESA's Horizon 2000 Plus Program, with a ~ight in 
.... 2014. However, its implementation may require all aug
mentation oCthe Program's budget level by 5%, and a filial 
dedeion remains to be made. Members 0( the American 
gravitation community and of the LISA team hope that 
NASA will join together with ESA in this endeavor, and 
t.hat working jointly, ESA and NASA will be able to Oy 
t.hie exciting mi88ion consideral:!ly BOOner than 2014. 

The lICientific payoffs of LISA and the LlGO/VIRGO 
Det.wark arise from their broad-band nature: they can 
monitor the t.wo waveform8 of a gravitational wave ill t.he 
time domain, over frequency bands of several orders of 
m8lnitude, and they can determille the directiolls to the 
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waves' lIOurces with accuracies of .... I degree or better. 
Waveform studies, most especially with LISA, are likely 

to bring us maps of the spacetime warpage around black 
holes and tests of the black-hole n~hair theorem, and 
with the!ie Illapll and tests, unequivocal proof that black 
holes do exist in our Universe. If tbe LlGO/VIRGO lIet
work were IIOW in a mature Itage of operation, it would 
tell us whether the enigmatic:, observed gamma-ray bursts 
are coming from the coalescence of binary neutron stars 
at near cosmological distances, since t.hose coaleacences 
should produce observable gravitational waves. Moreover, 
the gravitational observatioD8 would identify, to within 
about one millisecond, the time at which the final neutron
star collision occurs, thereby (depending on one's view
point) determining how long after the collision the gamma 
ray burst begins, or determining to within a fraction of a 
second (out of roughly a billion years) t.he relative propa
gation times and thus speeds of gravitat.ional and electr~ 
magnetic waves. If LlGO/VIRGO had been in operation 
at the time of supernova 1987 A, it 8hould have seen grav
itational waves produced by the boiling supernova core 
whose bubbling neutrin~sphere (analog of photOlphere) 
i8 thought to have produced the observed lIeutrinOl; and 
by cross correlating the observed gravitational and neu
trino signals, we could have gained valuable additional 
informatioll about the Impernova mechanism. 

These are just a few examples of the payoffs that may 
come from the gravitational window onto the universe. 
But as with radio astronomy, the big&est payolfs of all are 
likely to be wholly unexpected discoveries. 

§5 	 Cosmology 

As the new millennium approaches, coamology is enter
ing an historic: epoch in which lOme of the fundamental 
questions concerning the origin and evolution of the Uni
verse may be answered. Many of the questions date back 
belOre recorded history: how big is the Universe? how 
old is the Universe? lIow did it begin and how did it 
evolve? Many solutions have been proposed over time 
by scientists, philosophers, and religious leaders. What 
makeS this period in history distinctive is the advent of 
new technologies which give us the capability of peering 
far into 8pace and gathering data which can test our an
swers to these questions. The technology has developed· 
over the course of thie century, beginning with the advent 
of the giallt optical telescopes, and is now progressing at 
all incredible pace. Numerous new technologies are COID
ing together at the same time and breaking new ground 
in coamology, including: the use of novel bolometer and 
solid state detector8 to measure the ani80tropy in cos
Rlic microwave background radiation at the microkelvin 
level; the aPlllication of CCDa to measure red shirts of 

distant galaxies and to cOllstruct three-dimeDliionallllaps 
of the universe; the development of satellites to detect 
potential cosmological sources of gamma-ray bursts, x
ray glow, and infrared radiation; computer-coordinated 
surveys of gravitational Icnaing by intragalactic and ex
tragaladic sources; and experiments for direct detection 
ofaxions and lIupersynlllletric weakly interacting massive 
particles (WIMPs) utilizing novel detectors. It is fair to 
say that, for the first time in human hi8tory, .cOImology 
ie undergoing a period in which the subject ill as much 
observation-driven as theory-driven, jUst what i8 desired 
for a true, healthy lICienc:e. Historical precedents sUg&est 
that, when a discipline reaches thill balance for the first 
time, a heroic age of major breakthroughs eU8ues. There 
ie every reason to suspect that cOlmology will follow this 
precedent. 

The grand ambition of cosmology is to explain the ev~ 
. 	lution of the universe in term8 of a.simple, predictive 

model. At this point in time, there is no single complete 
picture. The hot big bang model explaill8 the expansion 
and thermal history of the universe, and is extremely well 
tested. But the big bang picture i8 incomplete: it does lIot 
explain why the ulliverse is 80 homogeneous, or why the 
universe is made alniost entirely of matter with little anti
matter or how large-scale structure formed. A nUlllber of 
concellts, illcluding inOatioll, cosmic dt,(ecLs, dark matter, 
and baryogenesis, have been put forward as additioDli to 
the big bang model that may provide explanations. t:n
tering the new millennium, the primary focus will be ill 
precision test8 of the big bang predictions, measurement 
of coamic: parameters, and resolution of the various CORl
peting ideas that enhance the big bang picture. 

5.1 	 The Big Bang Model: P''fsent Status and 
Future Tests 

We enter the new millennium. with a highly successful 
paradigm in hand: the hot big bang model. According to 
this model, the universe began as an infinitesimal patc" of 
space filled with hot, dense gas which 8uddenly began to 
expand and cool. The univeree we see today is the result of 
fifteen billion years of expansion and cooling. This simple 
picture 8ucc:e88fuJly explains: I) the Hubble red shift of 
distant galaxies, a result of the continued expansion of the 
universe; 2) the abundance of light nuclei, a consequence 
of fusion processes that took place in the bot universe 
during the first seconds after the big bang; and, 3) the 
existence of the cOlmic microwave background, a remnant 
of radiation t.hat filled the universe and decoupled from 
matter when t.he first atolllB begall to form. 

The 8uccessful predictions of the big bang model ver
ify it as a valid description of tbe universe from tile 

present back to the first hundredth!! of a fit'COIlU afl.cr 

the big bang. The Ilubble-distance relatioll, whirh re
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lates the red 8hift of distant galaxies to the expall8ioll 
of the universe, is verified out to several hundred mega
parsecs (Mpc=3 )( 1014 cm), u8ing gala.ctic markers that 
date back to the fir8t billion yean or 80 after the big 
bang. In the past few year8, the COBE Far Infrared AI)IIOo 
Inte SpectroJ,hotumeter (FIRAS) experiment and the tilt: 
rocket experiments of the University of British Columbia 
group have verified the Planckian 8pectrum of the cu. 
mic microwave backgrollnd in exquisite detail. Thi8 re
sult is an extraordinarily compelling verification that the 
uuiverse was once hot and has been expanding and cool
ing dating back to the period when the c08mic microwave 
background photons decoupled from matter, eome 100,000 
years or 110 after the big bang. The successful predictiolill 
of nucleosyuthesis of the light elements verify the big bang 
picture back in time to when the universe was hot enough 
to fnse protons and neutrons into nuclei, 0.01 etc or IiO 

after the big hang. 
Important new tests of the big bang model are antici

pated in the next millenuium. Although the linearity of 
the Ilubble-distance relation is well-verified, the magni· 
tude of tlte proportionality factor, the Hubble constant, 
JIu, remains uUfertain to within a factor of two. Since thill 
constant determines the age of the universe, and thereby 
substantially cOllstrains competing model. for large-sfale 
8trncture formalion, eliminating the ullct!rtainty in the 
value of Ho is one of tIle primary goals of coalllology, 
Although the issue has been the subject of considerable 
controverllY for decades, there is real hope for resolution 
ill the new millenniulli thanks to several new technolo
gies and observational approaches. The Hubble Space 
Telescope (liST) will provide a major improvement in 
Ule traditional astrometric methods of measuring JIo, 1111

ing Cepheitl variable stars ill other galaxies as standard 
candle:" !he first results from this work based on 13 
Cepbelds 111 olle galaxy m the Virgo duster have pro
d~c:ed the result JIo 80± 17 klll/s/Mpc. It seems likely 
that further observations will significantly reduce the UII

certainty. Various alternative approaches for measuring 
JIo are also being pursued, including studies of 8uper
nova photospheres, supernova luminOlities, gravitational 
lenses, and the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich elfect (the rescattering 
of microwave background radiation by the hot gill withill 
galaxy clusters). Progress can bt!lit be made in this field 
by developing all of these techniques and seeking cOllver
gellce allloug them. 

The ageofthc universe bas been traditionally eatimal.t:d 
using uuclear coslllochronology, coolillg rates of white 
dwarfs, alltl glohular c1nsters. Globular clusters provi,le 
the 1II000t strillgcnt age constraint, to > 11,5 Gyrs. The 
age is deterlllined by plotting tile distrihution of atalll ill 
globlliar clusters on a color-magnitude diagram. One call 
id.,utify ..tars that arc turnillg off from the main III!quellce 
and llleasurc their apparent IUlllil108ity. Kllowillg the di~ 



tuee to the eluater then determines the absolute lumi
noeity. TheD from stellar evolution, it is well-known how 
lone it takes for stars to turn oft" the main sequence branch 
.. a function of their luminosity. The limitation ill this 
approach iI iD capturing stars dose to the main sequence 
tum-olf'. ReeeDt reviews based on taking limits of stars 
OD the main Mquenee .u"at an age of to > 13.7 Gyrs, 
where.. tbe limit cited above is based Olilltudies alollg the 
,iut eequence. Hubble Space Telescope studies may im
prove ~Iution of stars near the turnoft" and significantly 
improve the limits. 

The product of the Hubble constant and the age, Hoto, 
are directly linked to 0, the ratio of the energy density 
to the critical density of the universe, and to the energy 
content. For the simplest model. a Ulliverse with 0 1 
comprised of lion-relativistic matter, lIoto -= 2/3. Yct, 
the current best-estimates correspond to 1I0to near olle. 
This conflict comprises the "age crisis," which either in
dicates a problem with the measurements or a dillerent 
energy density or energy content. For example, if there 
it a significant vacuum density (or, equivalently, cosmo
logical constant) contribution to the total energy density, 
a value of Hoto can be obtained which is consistellt with 
present measurements. At present, the error bars on the 
measurements are too large to definitively determine if 
there it an age crisis, but the anticipated progress in the 
Dew millennium will settle the issue. 

The Planck ian form of the cosmic microwave back
ground spectrum has been precisely verified near the peak 
of the spectrum (tens to hundreds of GHI). The spec
trum obeys a thermal distribution with a temperature of 
T -= 2.326 ± .010 degrees,correspondiug to a photon tien
•ity of 420 cm-3 • However, verification of the Planckiau 
shape at long-wavelengths « I GHz) is much less precise. 
Improvements in t.hese measurements would confirm sim
ple big bang evolution and further rule out exotic models, 
such as late-decaying particles. 

.Primordial nudeos~ntheliis h~ been established as a 
primary test of the big bang picture alld as one of the 
best means of measuring the abundance of baryons in 
the universe. Current best-estimates 011 OB, the ratio 
of baryon density to the critical density needed to close 
the universe, lie between 0.01 and 0.1. To improve UpOIi 

these limits, more quantitative measurements of primor
dial abundances are needed along with improved under
studing of chemical evolution, stellar processing, stel
lar atmospheres, and recombination/collisional excitation 
rates. The development of multi-dimensional bydrody
namic codes to model stellar atmospheres and supernova 
will be important developments. Also, recent attempts to 
measure the abundances of light nuclear elements using 
pre-galactic hydrogen clouds (Lyman-Q clouds) appears to 
be a very promising, independent approach perhaps less 
.ubject to evolutionary assumptions. Contillued improve
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ment ill lithium abundances is especially critical both as 
corroborating evidence and as the most precise method 
for narrowing the uncertainty in OB. 

The big bang models illeft incompletely specified un
less one also determines 0, the ratio of the energy del 
to the critical dellsity separating an open from closed 
verse, and A, the cOIIlllological constallt or vacuum dell
sity. The best al'proaches, in principle, are global ap
proaches which measure the universe over very large dis
tances and/or very long times. The cosmic microwave 
background anisotropy entails radiation Crom the furthest 
observational reaches of the universe. In many cosmo
logical models, illcluding inflation, the temperature auto
correlation Ipectrum includes sharp features which can 
be used to determine 0 (see below) using iustruments 
with current seusitivities. Resolving other cOlllllological 
parameters, including A, through the cosmic wave back
ground anisotropy alone will require substantial improve
ments in detector sensitivities and new satellite and/or 
long-duration balloon projects which can scan nearly the 
full sky. Measurements oC cosmic deceleration, fo, have 
been notoriously difficult. The method relies on com
paring the geometrical sizes of similar objects near and 
far, bllt one must beware that the far objects are also 
much older and that evolutionary elleds may alter their 
perceived size or luminosity. With improved modeling 
of evolution and a major ellort to obtain spectra from a 
large sample of faint galaxies (see below), progress may 
be made in the cOllling decades. Surveys of gravitational 
lellscs is another global approach. Compared to 0 -= 1 
and A 0 lIlodels, flat universea with non-zero A predict 
significantly more IClising of quasars by galaxies. Detec
tion of "staudard events" over a range of cosmological 
distances is another evolving approach. An example is 
the ellort to detect Type la supernovae in high redshift 
galaxies. 

5.2 Beyond the Bi Ban 
9 9 

The l1Iost exciting developments in cosmology for the next 
millenniulII elltail ideas that stretch beyond the IItan
dard hot big bang model. It is clear that, in spite of 
it.s phellomenal successes, the big bang picture is an in
complete model of the evolution of the universe. The big 
bang mo,leI does lIot provide any answer to a number 
of key questions: Why is the ulliverse so homogeneous or 
anisotropic? Why ill the energy denlity of the universe to
day so close to the critical density (0 near one)? How did 
the inholllogeneities in the universe arise that are observed 
ill the cosmic microwave background anisotropy and/or 
are responsible for the formation of large-scale strudure? 
1I0w did galaxies form? Why is the universe composed 
predominantly of matter with insignificant fractions of an
timatter? What is the dark matter that comprisea the 

halos of galaxies and perhaps the mi6lling matter of the consequence of ill flation , then most inflationary moddll 
universe? would predict that the magnitude of the observed fluctu

Most likely, the answers to these questions entail events ations ill tJ.T/T ~ 10-& is equal to M'/Mj., where Mp ill 
tIlat took place in the first instants after the big bang. the Planck 011188, 1.2xl019 GeV, and M lOI1101l GeVisthe 
Whereas the concepts and tests of the big bang model characteristic eUerKY of whatever physics drove inBatioll. 
eRtail nuclear physics, atomic .. hYllies, and astrophysics, the microwave background tu 
uew j,lc&8 that go beyolld the hig ballg I.icture entail early I\c'lItIll511lIh,tion to unification IIIOtldli 
times in the universe when the temperature throughout of particle interactions, silch &8 superstrings, is all impor
the cosmos was sufficient to excite interactions among el tallt element IIeeded to complete the inflatiollary picture. 
ementary particles (> I GeV). Hence, the answerll to the Another important theoretical challenge, which applies 
problems of cosmology may be directly linked to our un both to inHation and more general theoretical models, is 
derstanding of the fUlldamentai forces and constituents to understand the source and the value of the cosmolog. 
of nature. Theory and observation in cOlimoiogy in the ical (.01l8tant. IlIlIalioll relk'll Oil the 1I0tioli that IJartide 
lIext millellnium will be focused 011 exploring the cOtimic ..bYllicli int"ractiuusl.rotluce a pOljitive contribution to the 
connection between the very large and the very IIlIIali. vaCU1II11 density of the univcrse, addiu& a non-negligible 

conhihutioll to the cOIllllological COll8tallt. It ill normally 
Ilrt.'lIlIlIIcd, based 011 obscrYationli, that the cOlllllologicll1A New Ge.leratioll of COllmologieal Modclli 
COllstant is lero or IIcar-zero today. Dut, the inflation pic

To address the questions left unanswered by tbe big bang ture (or any other cOlimological model) is not complete 
model, new cosmological models are needed. The infla.- until it is understood why the cosmological constant is 
tionary model of the universe is the leading candidate for small today. Particle theorists believe that the answer 
an explanatory and predictive theory that extends beyond lies ill thc unification of gravity and particle interactiolls 
the Itandard big bang picture. The inflationary II10del into a ullified qualltum theory, such as superstrings. 
proposes that the universe underwent a brief period of At IlrCl!ellt, there are no models competing with iulla
extraordinary, superluminal expansion, "inflation," dur- tion to explain the homogeneity, isotropy, flatlless, alld 
ing the first instants after the big bang. The remark- mass deusil.y of the universe. The only alternative has 
able stretching smooths the distribution of matter and en- been to MIIUllle these unusual and unstable propertietl as 
ergy. explaining why the univerllC is 110 homogeneou8 and part of the initial conditiolls of the universe. Howevcr, 
isotropic. The stretching flattens any spatial curvature, there are nUlllerous competing models for explaining the 
explaining why space appears to be Euclidean. Accordillg source of inhomogelleities that are observed in the COli· 
to Einstein's theory of general relativity, a spatially flat mic microwave background and that may be the seeds for 
universe must have energy density equal to the critical large-scale IItructure formation . 
value that divides an open from a closed uuiverse. Hence, According to illHatioll, the inhomogeneities are tbe re
the ftattening induced by inflation also explains why the suIt of quantulll fluctuations in the energy denlity aud 
observed energy density, p, iii dose the critical dellsity to- space-time metric that ran rampallt when the univerllC 
day. A key, testable prediction is that the ratio of the occupied a sublluclear volume prior to inflation. Asspace 
energy density to the critical value, 0 == P/Peril, is indis- inHated, tlw lIuduations, ripples ill the fabric of space, 
tinguishable from unity today. The inHationary stretching stretched 'albu, ultimately spalilling a cosmological range 
dilutes the density of magnetic monopoles and other par- of wavelengths. The predicted HucLuations are gaussian, 
tide monsters created near the Planck temperature, thus adiabatic (e<llIallluctuations in all species of energy), alit! 
explaining their absence in the universe today. Filially, nearly scale-iny·ariant. 
inflation predicts a spectrum of inhomogeneities were pro- Cosmic defect models presume that the uuiverae ullder
duced during inflation that might leave an imprint 011 the went a phase transitioll which resulted ill the formatioll 
cosmic microwave background alid act as seeds for large of topological defects, which act as the seeds for large
scale structure Cormation. The spectrum of fluctuations is scale structnre formation. A topological defect results if, 
predicted to be nearly scale-invariant, which is consistent following a phase trallsition, there are many possible vac
with the observationll of the CODE Dillerelltial Microwave lIum stah'S corresponding to dilfereut values 
Radiometer (DMR) experiment. InHatioll is the only vi- lields. Dillerent, causally·dilicollllecled regions 
able cosmological model which explains so mallY, diverse fall ralldomly into olle or another vacuum state. 
aspects of the universe. time passes, the formerly disconnected regions make tOU-

One important theoretical challenge in inflationary cos- tact alld, where there are mismatches in vacuum IItatetl, 
mology is to understand that process that lIlay have stable kllots in the quantum fields form. Depending on 
caused the brief period of superlulllinal expansion. If the the nature of the vacuum degelleracy. these knots lIIay 
microwave background anisotropy (!:J.l'/T ~ 10-5 ) is a take the fOrlll of points ("rnonopole.s~), curves ("cosmic 
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Itrinp'"), surfaces ("domain walls"), or textures. The 
Dotion or defect models is that these concentrated knots 
of coerI)' might be the origin of inhomogeneity in the 
llDivene. ODe key dilference (rom inftation is that these 
inbomoseneitiee are strongly non-gauuian. General ar
puneDts lugeet that the distribution o( defects is scale
mvariant. A consequence is that there are always defects 
within our Hubble horizon. For each type of defect, there 
ill • characteristic lignal to be found if one should pass 
through the field or view. For example, a cosmic string 
would leave a line-like discontinuity in a high-reeolution 
map of the cosmic microwave background. 

A theoretical challenge for cOBmic defect models con
tinues to be finding reliable methods for computing their 
predictions. Where .. inftation predicts a .illlJlle 8lH~ctrllm 
of luctuation. which can be understood analytically, de
feet models require very large-scale numericalsilllulation8. 
'The defects enter the horizon with cosmological size, but 
decay and interact on microscopic scales. The imillica
tions for cosmology are sensitive to the entire range of 
dimensions. New theoretical methods are needed to reli
ably circumvent this problem and obtain trustworthy pre
dictions of cosmic microwave background ani80tropy and 
"large-scale structure (ormation. 

Both inftation and cosmic defect models invoke dynam
ical proce8llC8 based on particle physics to explain the ori
gin of inhomogeneity in the universe. Some coslOologists 
prefer a more phenomenological approach in which one 
uses present observations to infer an initial spectrum of 
inhomogeneities without explaining their origin. One such 
model is the primeval isocurvature baryon (PIB) model. 
The model is intended to be conservative with the virtue 
that it does not require dark matter and allY other un
verified physical processes. So, it presumes only baryons 
comprise the matter of the universe and, given lIucleosyn
thesis constraints, this mean8 that the universe is open. 
Also, one presumes an ad hoc initial spectrum of per
t.urbations in the baryolls relative to the photons. The 
obvious disadvantage of such models is that they are not 
truly predictive. By presuming different initial spectra, 
one can get arbitrarily dilferent answers. 1I0wever, the 
development of such phenomenological fitting models is 
an important tool for guiding the development of alter
oatives to our pres.ent, rather restrictive set of Ilredictive 
models. 

Wb)' is There an Excess of Matter over Alltinlat
ter in the Univer.e? 

A .triking feature of the observable universe is that it is 
composed primarily of matter, with a negligible propor
tion or antimatter. The observed baryon excess is ten 
orders o( magnitude higher than would be obtained if the 
univene began with equal numbers of baryons and an
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tibaryon8 and simply had them annihilate as the universe 
cooled and expanded. One explanation may be that the 
universe began with precisely the observed baryon excess, 
and th'at the excess has 8imply maintained itself over time. 
Not only is this unsati8fying, but, if inflation is correct, 
then any initial exce811 would have been wiped out during 
the illftationary stretching of the universe. Hence, current 
research has focused on the notion that the" matter ex
cess was generated by dynamical processes as the universe 
cooled from Planckian temperatures, e.g., after inftation. 

In the late 1960's, Sakharov realized that dynamical 
baryogenesis would require three conditions: (1) devia
tioll from thermal equilibrium; (2) violation of baryon 
con6ervation; ami, (3) violation of CP conservation. The 
a.lvellt of grand lIuified theoriell in the 1970's provided a 
theoretical frawework for achieving all three couditions 
at grand unification energy scales, 1014 GeV or 80, usillg 
decays of long-lived relics to achieve the deviation from 
equilibrium. In the past decade, the focus has switched 
to lower energy-scale (100 GeV) baryogenesis associated 
with the electroweak phase transition. It has been noted 
that the required baryon-violation could arise from non
pertllrbative effects in the 8tandard model. 

The biggest uncertainty is the origin of CP violation. It 
now seems likely that the CP violation associated with the 
8tandard model is insufficient, 80 that new CP violation 
80urces are needed. There are numerous workable 8Ugges
tiOIlS, but none that is compelling. Future experiments to 
improve con8traints on the electron and neutron electric 
dipole moments could strongly inftuence developments in 
the field since most proposals suggest a substantial non
zero value. " 

On the theoretical side, there remain open issues about 
the detailed mechanism by which baryogenesi8 takes place 
in the case of the electroweak phase transition. One is
sue is whether the phase transition i8 a 8ufficiently strong 
first-order pbase transition to provide the needed devi
ation from thermal equilibrium. Investigations thus far 
suggest that the experimentally allowed mass range for 
the lIiggs in the lIIiuimai standard model precludes a first 
order transition, although the issue remains controversial. 
The minimal model also appears inadequate for provid
ing sufficient CP violation. Consequently, the focu8 of 
the field is likely to be on other models of weak symme
try breaking. If a surHciently strong first-order transi
tion is achieved, it will proceed through the nucleation of 

bubbles of tru~ ~acuu~ll ,,:,hich gr?w and coalesce to com
plde the trallsltl~n. 1 ~e mteractlon o~ ~uarks ~d gluons 
With the bubbles 18 believed to be a cntlcal contributor to 
baryogellesis, but the progre811 is needed in developing a 
quantitative and predictive understanding of the process. 
More generally, progre811 on electroweak baryogenesis will 
benefit from measurements at the LHC and future accel
erators whicll will explore electroweak symmetry breaking 

and quark and lepton Yukawa couplings. 	 incompatible with 08 determined from the primordial nu
c1eosyntllesis. We may then be forced into the hypothesis 

5.3 	 Dark Matter that at least sol.ne dark matter i. nonbaryonic .. So far a~. 
tempts to modify the standard nucleosynthesls scenario 

Another area of overlap and complementarity between (e.g., through inhomogeneities generated by the quark
cosmology and particle physics may be provided by dark hadron phase transition) have been unsuccessful in ex
matter. There are increasingly compelling pieces of evi- tending significantly the upper bound on Os. If indeed 
dence that at least 90 percent of the mass in the universe we could show that dark matter is not made of ordinary 
i8 dark, by which we mean that it does not emit or absorb matter, we would have to deeply modify our vi.ion of the 
any form of electromagnetic radiation. Once a suhject of universe alld of our place in it: a few clumped baryonll 
controversy among astronomers, its existence is now ac- floating in a !lea of foreign particles. Paradoxically, as it 
knowledged by a large majority as its presence is inferred dominates gravity, this most iuert component of the ulli
on a variety of scales. Not only does the nOll- Ke"leriau verse may be responsible for the formation of structure 
character of rotation curvell around tipiral galaxies iudi- by gravitat.ional eoUallse and therefore of galaxiell, starll, 
elite that they aw at ImL'!t t"11 tilllt!li lIIore IIIlt.1i1ilVt! than "I"lwtll "lid uitillllttdy lif.!" Elucidating the nature of dark 
the SUIll of the IItarli that we call liCe, but v.·locity disper- lIIaU.!r ill th"rdore II. high ,.riority endeavor which can be 
8ion of stars and x-ray emi.ion ill elliptical galallies show al'l.roachetl in two cOlliplementary ways. COliDlology give!l 
that these objects are also dominated by a dark compo- us inforllllttiull on this nature through the value of the COlI

nent. These galactic measurements show that dark mat- llIological parameters, the detailed shape of the teml,er
ter represents at least a few percent of the critical density. ature lIuctuations of the coslllic microwave background, 
At the scale of clusters of galaxies, three independent sets and the evollitioll of the large scale structure. And we 
of measurements point at an even greater amoullt of the could make progress through attempts to detect this dark 
dark matter. The large velocity dispersion of galaxies in- lUatter directly. A number of such direct searches are ai
side the cluster, the temperature of the x-rays emitted ready in progress. 
by gas falling into the center of the clu8ters, the ardetl! Microlensing provides U5 with a method of detecting tile 
resulting from gravitational lensing of galaxies located be- only uatural fOri II of baryonic dark matter still com pat
hind the clusters, all lead to very similar estimate of the ible with observations, MllIIIIive Compact Halo Objectll, 
depth of the potential well. This pushes estimates of the If 0111' of these MACIlOs happens to cross the line of 
mean density in the universe to at least 20 percent of the sight t.o a star, say in the Large Magellanic Cloud, a tem
critical density. Velocity correlation and flows on large porary increase of the star's intensity will be observed. 
scale indicate even greater values. This iucrease would be symmetric in time, achromatic 

The combination of all these observations makes it and nOll-repetitive, contrary to IIporadic phenomena in 
rather convincing that dark matter does indeed exist. The stars. At least five collaborations are now actively search
only other (even more earthshaking) possibility is that the ing for such events, an effort which requires the regular 
laws of gravity are violated on the large scale. Uncovering observation of some ten million stars. At this writing, mi
the nature of this" dark matter" has become one of the crolellsillg has clearly been established but the results are 
more central problems in astronomy and cosmology: it is puzzling: We observe too many events towards the galac
certainly embarrassing not to understand the dominant tic bulge, and apparelltly too few (within meager statis
component of the universe. tics) towards the Large Mltgellanic Cloud, indicatillg that 

What could it be? The average density lIIay be an illl- our previous ideas oCthe structure of the galaxies were too 
portant clue, If () < 0.1, dark matter may'be made of naive. Before we ('an conclude, we need both to increase 
ordinary baryonic matter, as this density is quite COli- the statistics aud to better ,.in down the halo structnre. 
si8tent with the measurement of primordial abundances As explained above, if 0 is significantly greater than 0, I, 
of light elenlents and the standard nucleosyntilt'.sis iCe- some dark matter has to he nonbaryollic. If we di8card ex
nario in a homogeneous universe. lIowever, this baryonic otica such IIIi a shadow universe or primordial black Ilok'S, 
component must neither radiate nor absorb light. This the most attractive bypotbesis then is that dark matter 
basically excludes gas (unle811 it is in a very exotic state) is made of ••articles tbat were created in the hot early 
and dust, and leads to tbe conclusion that this form of universe and managed to stay around. 
dark maLler is viable only in the form of condensed oil- One of the well- motivated candidates is the axiol!. Such 
jects: stars too small to start thermonuclear reactions or a particle has been proposed in order to suppress tbe 
blaa holes. Both types can be combined under the name strong CP violation implied by the otherwise very SUCCe88

Massive Compact lIalo Objects (MACIIOs).lf, as lIIay be ful Quantum Chrolllo.lynamicti. It has not been oblerved, 
indicated by cluster observations and large scale veloc- but it is interesting to note that the combination of lab
ity ftows, () i8 significantly higher than 0.1, it wonld be oratory and astrophysics ellperilllellts has constrained its 
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m_ in IUfb a way that if it does exist, it must be COlll1lo
IocicaUy lignificant, accounting for a large fraction of the 
crit.ical denaity. These "invisible" axions from the halo of 
our paxy could in fact be detected through their con
venion inw monochromatic microwave photons inside a 
tunable microwave cavity in a large magnetic field. In the 
put &ell ye&l'1l, two pilot efforts explored the technology, 
but lacked about three orden or magnitude in sensitiv
ity w reach a C08I1lologically interesting limit. A secolld 
leneration experiment is currently in preparation at Liv
ermore, which Ihould have the needed sensitivity range 
over one decade in m8llll. If no signal is unraveled, a sig
nificant ~perimenta1 chalienge will be to cover the other 
two decades which willstiJI be allowed. 

Without further information from a specific 1II0del, it 
it quite natural w 8IIIIume that these dark matter par
tielel were once in thermodynamic equilibrium with the 
quarka and lepton.. In this case, their current density 
depend. on whether they were relativistic or not at the 
time tbey decoupled from the rest of the universe. If they 

~ I~g~t enough w be relativistic ~t that tillie, their del~-
lit'1 IS Just related w the decouphng temperature and IS 

basically equal w that of the photons in the IIniver1Je. 
Thil is, for insLance, what is expected to have hal)l)ened 
for light neutrinoe, and a ueutrinu of 2~ eV wHuM give 
a value of 0 of the order of unity. Unfortullately slIch a 
neutrino is extremely difficult to detect in the astrophys
ical environment. It should, however, be possible to test 
this hypothesis in the laboratory through neutrino oscil
lation experiments which are described in this voluille. 
Note tbat these efforts are complementary to attempts 
to solve the solar neutrino puzzle, and to confirm atmo
spheric neutrino oscillations. Although the neutrillo mass 
range covered by these experimenta is much lower t.han 
necessary w account. for t.he dark matter, confirmation 
that. neutrinos bave indeed finite masses will be invalu
able in reconstructing the general framework. 

For particles which happen to have deooupled when 
they were Don- relativistic, their density today is inversely 
proport.ional to their annihilation crOllS section. A density 
clOie to the critiCal density leads to a crOllS-sectioll of the 
order of the Weak Interaction, indicating that the physics 
at the W1/ZO intermediate vector bosOn scale (e.g., super-
Iymmetry) may be responsible for the dark matter in the 
universe. This generic cl81111 of particles is usually called 
Weakly Interacting M8IIIIive Particles (WIMPs). A first 
generation of experiments looking for elastic scattering of 
.uch WIMPs in the laboratory with solid state detectors 
proved that heavy Dirac neutrinos cannot be a nlajor COIII

ponent of our galactic halo, and almost eliminated a cI&118 
of WIMPs designed both to be dark matter and to account 
for the paucity of solar neutrinos. A second generation of 
laboratory experiments is being brought into operatibll; 
depending on the groups, they U1Je larger 111_ of ger
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manium detectors, large scintillating crystals of Nal, or 
novel" cryogenic detectors" working at millikelvin temper
atures. While the first methods promise IICnsitivity gains 
of a factor of a few. the cryogenic detectors allow an active 
rejection of the radioactive background (e.g., through the 
simultaneous measurement of the phonons and ionization 
produced in particle interactions) and may give gains of 
one hundred or more. These experiments will begin to 
probe t.he rate region expect.ed for the theoretically f .. 
vored neutralinos, the lightest particles in 8upenymme
try. It will also be possible to use the large high energy 
neutrino detectors to indirectly search (or these particles. 

To conelude, t.he dark matter problem occupies a cen
tral place in the current cosmological debate, and eluci
dating its nature ill closely linked to a number of other 
queations and observations in particle astrophysics. We 
are poillCd to make significant experimental progreaa in 
the coming years. The beginning of the next millennium 
may well see the solution of this fascinating puzzle! 

5.4 The Large-scale Sh'ucture of the Universe 

One of tbe greatest challenges of cOlimology is to explain 
tbe large-scale structure of the uuiverse. The present no
tiull ill that tillY iuhulllog.:neitie. in the dilltributioll of en
ergy were generated in the early universe, and then these 
were amplified through the action of gravity over time into 
the structure we observe today. To transform this notion 
into a predictive theory, three key questions need to be 
answered. What are the values of cosmological param
eters: the mass density, the cOlimological constant, and 
the lIubble constant? What is t.he quantity and composi
tiou of matter/energy in the universe? And, what. is the 
origin of the initial inhomogeneities? Current and future 
progress on these i88ues have been discussed under t.he 
prior sectiolls 011 Big Bang cosmology, on Dark Matter 
IUId on Cosmological Models, respectively. 

In addition, for a truly detailed underslanding of the 
formation of large-scale struct.ure, substantial advances in 
both theory and observatioll are needed. On the theoret
ical front, the detailed tests of theory require numerical 
simulation of the formation of large-scale structure, in
eluding hydrodynalllics, star formation,supernova, chem
ical evolution, etc. At present, numerical simulations only 
span a dynamical range of three or four orders of magni
tude. One key challenge is to improve numerical tech
niques to expand tbe simulation range. Another is to 
improve physical understanding of the proceaa of galaxy 
and star forlllation, which is crucial input into the simu
lations. Detter statistical or analytical methods of com
paring obtiervational data with models are needed which 
take accollnt of tbe real selection biases in experiment. 

The atlvent of large-area red sbift surveys is radically 
trausforming observational studies of large-scale struc

ture. Current surveys probe only a relatively small vol
ume of the local cosmic neighborhood spanning of order 
10,000 galaxies. The next generation of survey., such as 
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and the Anglo-Australian 
2dF, will measure the red shifts of over one million galax
ies and extend the cOlimic range by more than all order of 
magnitude. In addition, the surveys will capture images of 
tens of millions of galaxies. The surveys will measure the 
galactic power spectrum over a range of wavelengths that 
will overlap measurements of the cosmic microwave back
ground, providing critically important, redundant testa of 
the power-spectrum at long-wavelengths, measurements 
of 0, and determinations of the bias parameter as a func
tion of wavelength. The surveys will also provide infor
mation about the distribution of peculiar velocities at 
large scales, which is an additional test ef cosmological 
model. of large-scale structure formatioll. While the red 
shift survey. are direct probes of luminous lUatter, an
other much-anticipated development are studies of weak 
lensing, which probes the distribution of foreground dark 
maiter. The diverse array of new measurements being 
initiated &8 we enter the new millenniulll will provide our 
first detailed look of the universe at large scales and pro
foundly affect our ideM al.out the origin of thel universe. 

5.5 The Cosmic Microwave Background 

The cosmic microwave background is, in lIIany ways, our 
best coamological probe. Assuming the standard inter
pretation or its origin, the cosmic microwave backgrouud 
provides direct information abollt the largest distances 
and the earliest times accessible (until sollie means is 
found for probing the cosmological graviton or neutrino 
backgrounds). In addition, cosmic microwave background 
measurements are much leaa sensitive to subjective or 
model-dependent 8IIIIumptions compared to most Coalllo
logical measurements. 

Measurements of the energy spectrum of the cosmic mi
crowave background, beginning with the initial discovery 
ofthe 3 K background by Penzias alld Wilson through the 
recent COBE FIRAS and UBC rocket precision measure
ments, have provided exquisite tests of the standard hot 
big bang explanation of how the universe evolved from 
the 100,000 year mark to the present. Although current 
measurements are quite impressive, extending the spec
tral measurements to longer wavelengths will provide fur
ther support (or the simple, adiabatic expansioll picture or 
could provide evidence of some exotic thermal processes 
(e.g., late decays of elementary particl.~). Significant im
provemellts probably require a space-borne mi88ion using 
a small-sized satellite. 

The revolution that is occurring as we enter the lIew 
millennium is the first detectiolls of aniliOlropy, spatial 
variations in the temperature of the microwave back
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ground. These variatiolls provide a detailed, quantitiitive 
fingerprint which can be used to decisively discriminate 
competing models for the evolutioll of the universe. Pre
cise measurements of anisotropy also provide novel ways of 
determining the values of cosmological parameters, s~ch 
as 0, the Hubble constant and the cosmological constant. 

The revolution began in 1992 with the announce
lIIent by the CODE Differential Microwave Radiometer 
(DMR) experimental that they had detected anisotropiell 
of AT/T ..... lO-6. Since COBE DMR, more than a dozen 
new detections have been reported on angular scales rang
ing down to one-half degree, and significant upper bounds 
have been reported on yet smaller scales. The field is still 
in its infancy, though; hnprovements in instrumentation 
and sky coverage could dramatically improve the preci.ion 
of tbe llIeasurements within tbe next decade. 

Future cot;mic microwave background anisotropy ex· 
periments can be categorized into three regimes, large· 
, intermediate-, and small-angular scale measuremellts, 
each of which reveals a different, key aspect of our COlI

mology. F~xperilllents measuring inhomogeneities stretch· 
ing over large angles in the sky (> 2 degrees) probe the 
largL'St "I.rllctnres in t\1I~ Illlive.1Je. When the microwave 
hltckKhtlllll1 rltdialiou I,~t 1I(·/ltte...·.1 frolll matier and he\
gllu'itll trek acre_ the lIuiv'lrse, tl ... re lutd lIot yet L~lt 
tillle for the:;e large structures to evolve since ",hatever 
event!! created them, e.g., inflation. Hence, large-angle ex
periments reveal the directly primal univerllC dating back 
to the first illstants after creation. III terms of our effortll 
to understand large-scale structure formatioD,large-angle 
experiments measure the magnitude of the initial inho
1II0geneit.ies before gravity had a chance to amplify them. 
The llIoat important features to be determined are the alii· 
plitude and tbe spectral index of the power spectrum, the 
key input parameters for allY theory of large-scale struc
ture formation. CODE has provided a rough measure, 
but greater precision is needed to discriminate and refine 
models. 

Experiments measuring inhomogeneities spanning in
termediate scales (half-degree to several degrees) probe 
features ill the sharp features in the '8pectrum which 
discriminate lJualitatively diffetent models of large-scale 
structure formation (e.g., inflation vs. cosmic defects). 
For any given type of model, these features can also be 
used as a novel meall8 of deterlllining 0, and for deter
mining t.he ionization history of the universe. 

What we Icarn from large- and intermediate-lieale mea
suremellts will playa lea,ling and profound role in deter· 
mining ollr vision of the evolution of our universe. The 
challenge for both regimes is that a very large fraction of 
the sky lIIust be measured in order to obtain good statis
!.ieal lIleasur..s. Thili dictates au e~I" rinlent that flies at 
high altitll,le Cor the very long periods oftime need to Hean 
the llky with liue rCliOlution. One set of proposal entail. 
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IoDs-dura&ion balloons which circumnavigate Antarctica, "budget Iiue!" 
for example, for weeks or months. The balloon projects 

2. 1I0w can cross-disciplinary priorities be established will evolve quickly, obtain good results IIOOn, and be criti· 
so that new eluleavor. may be judged relative to wellcal in deyelopins advanced technologies. The m06t preciae 
eIltablitihetl activities? NlUlts, bowever, are likely to come frolll a future lIatellite 

nU.ion which avoida atmospheric and lide-Iobe problems 3. As lIew lield.. develop and their financial needs grow, 
01 earUl- and balloon-borne milSjoM and il able to mea how can tile community organize to set long-term 
aure Ule full-Iky in a controlled, redundant patterlls. Such 8trategies that can serve u a basis by which new 
a mia.ion would be a monumental and histOric contribu proposal8 can be evaluated? 
&ion to our understanding of cosmology. 

Experiments at arnall-angle scales (less than half Particle and nuclear astrophysics and cosmology is a 
degree) are important because features observed in the case in point. Most agree that a fascinating field is 
apectrum at these scales can be used to determine the now emerging at the border between particle and nuclear 
valuea of cosmological parameters, such as the cosmo physics, cosmology, stellar astrophysics, high-energy I1&

losieal constant, the Hubble constant, and the baryon trophysics, and gravitation. This area of research i8 un
denlity. They can al80 be used to dilltinguwh the na dergoing a dramatic expanllion that occur8 only rarely in 
ture of dark mat&er, e.g., the proportion of hot or cold the history of acience, akin perbaps to the intellectual and 
dark ma&&er. Measurements at these angular scales are technological impetus that gave rise to particle and nu
&lao optimal for detecting the polarisation of the mi clear phY8ics ill the 30's, 40'" and ~O'8. This meeting, or
crowave background, non-gaUl8ian contributions to pri ganized by three separate divisions of the American Phys
mordial auctuations, the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich elfect, and ical Society and attended by over 460 physicists, testifies 
secondary ani80tropies 8I8OCiation with reionization of the to the breath and depth of a field that barely existed 16 
microwave background. Land-based and balloon-borne years ago. 
experiments will be the dominant contributors to our un The number of scientists aud the total funding of the 
derstanding of this regime, since larger' instruments are field are already quite 8ubstantial. Even restricting the 
needed to obtain the fine reeolution and there is le88 de definition of the field to astrophysical activities explic
mand for full-sky coverage. itly linke,1 to particle and uuclear physics, we estimate 

In lum, a program of high-reeolution measureinelltll of that more than :100 experimentalists are involved at a 
the cosmic microwave background anisotropy is the high substautial level in these activities. With an equal num
eat priority for microwave background studies and proba ber of theorists, the total number of people in the field 
bly for cosmology in general. Each of the tllree angular is quite impretiiiive. The Department of Energy supports 
scale regimes reveals dilferent, fundamental facets of tbe such activities ill universities and national labs at a total 
universe. Improving long-wavelength spectral measure level of roughly $26M/yr, the NSF at a level of 113M, 
ments, e.g., by a smallaatellite llIi88ion, is a second p.rior. and the NASA at a level of S2M (restrictillg the field 
ity. to cosmic rays above 1 GeV). The "gravitational field" 

A balanced program of land, air and space missiolls is represents another S11M (of which perhaps half i8 I1&

needed to extract the extraordinary wealth or informa trophysics/coslllology related), plu8 current construction 
tion which the cosmic microwave background has to olfer. money (or LlGO. 
Combined with measurements of large-scale 8tructure and Irrespective of (unding, there is a strong feeling in the 
peculiar velocities, the cosmic microwave background will cOllllllunity that this emerging field i8 under-represented, 
provide a new understanding of the origin and evolution and tends to "fall between the cracks." Thi8 is perhaps 
of the universe, a truly profound breakthrough that will unavoidable ill a field that has so many distinct roots and 
be one of the historic achievements of the new tnillenniulll. where new generation ofexperiments incorporate method~ 

ology and poople across many disciplines. Nevertheless, 
as a result of its solnewbat helter-skelter growt h, this bur§6 Structure of the Field 
gooning field finds itself in an agency management 8truc

By its very nature acience is a continually evolviJlg en ture not quite reflective of natural intellectual relation

deavor, with exciting new fields arising at the interface ships. It is obvious that it does not fit readily within 

bet.ween well established diaciplines. In fostering and nur the traditional framework of NSF and NASA astronomy 

t.uring new fielda, three important iaues of science policy fuuding. DOE officials historically have worried that such 
activities may conflict with their interpretation of the arise: 
agellcy mission. There is a general perception within the 

I. In 	a severely constrained budget climate, how can comnlllllity that the review process could be improved: 
one aupport a developing field without an established mail reviewers do not have access to the overall picture 
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and atl hoc subcomlllittees (e.g., of IIEPAP) have been 
sparse and have lacked the cOlltinuity requited to develop 
a long-term vision for the field. There i8 widespread con
sensus that there should be more intra-agency and inter
agency cOlllmunicatiou .•'inally, there ill tbe worry that in 
any triage generated by a financial crillis, entrenched fields 
of science will receive attentioll while emerging fields will 
be declared dead on arrival. 

To be sure, over the last few yearll significant prog;reH8 
has been made. For iustance, the NSF has put iuto ef
fect an explicit mechanism of collaboration in particle l1li

trophysics encomp_ing the Physics, Astrophysics, and 
Polar Program8 Divisions. Solar neutrinos have been 
adopted by the DOE Nuclear PhY8ics Division, and DOE 
high-energy physia laboratories have become deeply in
volved in the field. More importantly, there is a widening 
recognition at DOE that particle and nuclear astrophysics 
is an integral part of its basic science mission of fundamen
tal physia. 

However, it is clear that we do not yet have in place the 
machinery necessary to address in a coherent fashion large 
international projects on the drawing boards. There is 
no shortage oC proposed projects witb price tags between 
115M and 'IOOM: proposalll for second-generation COlI

mic microwave background satellites, dedicated cosmol
ogy telescopes, a new gelleration of solar lIeutrino detec
tors, an air-Cerellkov farlll to extend th" measurement or 
the gamma-ray spectra of AGN aud black hole candidates, 
giant air shower arrays to explore the highest energy cos
mic rays, cubic-kilometer neutrillo detectors to look for 
high energy neutrino sources, a space-based gravitational 
wave interferometer, and so 011. 

While NASA may have iu place the nec.-ary Ill~cha
nillms to compare satellite proposals, the other funding 
agencies (DOE and NSF) lack the reviewing and prioriti
zation I.-oois normally employed for sizable projects (e.g., 
program advisory committees at accelerators). None or 
the existing advisory committees to the three agencies 
(HEPAP, NSAC, SAC) are fully suitable Cor the adv~ 
cacy role, and setting up a specific standing; committee 
may be difficult in the current political climate. Regu
lar summer studies sponsored by relevant divisions of the 
American Physical Society are' important, but they are 
only a part or the procesB of developing a long-term viljioll. 
The APS may be ill equipped for a difficult prioritization. 
One might envision one or more of the national labora
tories stepping in as the main support structure for this 
new science and setting up a program advisory commit
tee which may tle facio develop into a national advisory 
rote. But a committee so constituted may lack the proper 
balance. Finally, one could think of extending; the role 
that the National Research Council, through the varions 
reports and strategic analysis from the Board on Physics 
and Astronomy, the Space Studies Board, and their joint 
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Committee on Astronomy and A8trophysics, plays in the 
procesB. 

There is much we could do to decrease the poteutlal 
barrier encountered by excellent proposals, to welcullle 
young; investigators iuto a more nurturing elivirollllleut, 
to Ol)tilllize the scientific output in the framework of a 
very limited budget, and to pursne and develop the nec
esBary international partnerships in large projects. An 
innovative mix of sollie of the above suggestionl may go 
a 10llg way towl\f,ls building the framework required to 
realize the potential of the exciting scientific ilIIIues. 

If there was any 8pirit that characterized the two weeks 
of the Snowm_ Summer Study, it was a shared reeling 
acr088 all disciplines that we are in the midst of a unique 
conjunction of theoretical ideas, experimental realities, 
and tedlllological p0S5ibiliqes, which allow U8 for the first 
time to addresB lIIany of the l1Iost fundamental questions 
about our Universe. The most repeated phrase during the 
many forward-looking talks of the Summer Study was "... 
now for the first time we have the ability to ... " 

It is a sad testament to the times that the potential for 
new discoveries does not _m to be limited by the lack of 
ideas, technology, or proposals, but by fiscal realities and 
the artificially constructed barriers of the existing science 
policy framework. 

At the clul of this mill"lluiulII, both 8Ij scientists alltl 
melllbers of society, we iuherit the cultural legacy and 
real> the benefits of a proud scientific tradition. The 1994 
Snowmass Summer Study was witnesB to the fact that 
we do not lack tbe intellectual boldness or technological 
imagination to address questiolls once thought to be be
yond the realm of human comprehension. For two weeks 
in the SlIlIImer of 1994, 4511 physicists in the mountains 
of Colora,lo IInited iu the conviction that we must enter 
the next millennium witb the same intellectual fervor aud 
hope for the fnture·that led to the great acientific achieve
ments of the 20th century. From the top of the mountains 
of Colorado we saw unlimited horizons in the field, and 
we are dedicated to the establishment of a framework to 
realize the visiou of Suowmass. 




